We use Dirac operator techniques to a establish sharp lower bound for the first eigenvalue of the Dolbeault Laplacian twisted by Hermitian-Einstein connections on vector bundles of negative degree over compact Kähler manifolds.
Introduction
Many results on the spectrum of the Hodge Laplacian on differential forms (see [5, 6] and the references therein), and on the spectrum of the Dirac operator (see for instance [3] and the book [8] ) can be found in the literature. In particular, the relation between the eigenvalues of the Dirac operator and those of the Dolbeault Laplacian on a Kähler manifold is considered in [1, 10, 11] .
However, there are very few results available for the case of twisted operators, i.e. when some additional connection ∇ A on a vector bundle E is considered. Recently, some results concerning twisted Laplacian and Dirac operators on Riemann surfaces of constant curvature appeared in [2, 13] . In this article, we give a sharp estimate for the first eigenvalue of the twisted Dolbeault Laplacian on Kähler manifolds and for the first nonzero eigenvalue of the twisted complex Dirac operator on Riemann surfaces.
Let M be a compact Kähler manifold of complex dimension n and let E be a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle. We can endow E with a connection ∇ A compatible both with the Hermitian and holomorphic structures; this is the so-called
Chern connection on E. One then has the decomposition:
If we denote the space of sections Γ (E ⊗ ∧ p,q M) by Ω p,q (E), then ∂ A and∂ A are first order differential operators acting as follows (p, q = 0, . . . ,n)
Using the Hermitian structure of E and the metric of M we can define their formal adjoints
Restricted to Ω 0 (E), the Dolbeault Laplacian simplifies to∂ * A∂ A . This is the operator we shall concentrate on. Its kernel, which consists of the holomorphic sections of E, is known to vanish under some circumstances, and then it makes sense to ask for lower bounds for its spectrum.
One class of holomorphic vector bundles for which ker∂ * A∂ A = H 0 (E) = 0 are stable holomorphic bundles of negative degree. Recall that the degree of a complex vector bundle over a Kähler manifold is defined as follows:
where ω is the Kähler form and n is the complex dimension of M. 
Thus if s ∈ Γ (E) is a section such that∂ * A∂ A s = λs and ∇ A is a Hermitian-Einstein connection, we can use Eq. (5) to obtain the inequality:
This estimate makes sense for stable bundles of negative degree over arbitrary Kähler manifolds. However, such estimate is never sharp. Indeed, notice that equality holds precisely when ∇ A ψ = 0 hence∂ A ψ = 0, so∂ * A∂ A ψ = 0, leading to a contradiction, since E had no holomorphic sections. This fact suggests that a better estimate for the eigenvalues of the twisted Dolbeault Laplacian∂ * A∂ A on sections of a bundle of negative degree admitting an Hermitian-Einstein connection can be obtained.
We consider the canonical Spin C structure associated to complex manifolds and the associated twisted complex Dirac operator. This operator can be viewed as a square root for the Dolbeault Laplacian, and we show in Section 2 how the Weitzenböck formula relating these two operators generalizes the formula (5) 
In Section 5 we will present examples in which the lower bound (7) is actually attained.
In [3] , Atiyah pointed out that absolute upper bounds for the first eigenvalue of second order differential operators do not exist in general, by claiming that the first eigenvalue of the twisted trace Laplacian on a line bundle L over a Riemann surface is proportional to the first Chern class of L. The lower bound of our Main Theorem makes Atiyah's claim more precise for the case of the Dolbeault Laplacian, and generalizes it to bundles of higher rank over Kähler manifolds of arbitrary dimension.
For Riemann surfaces (case n = 1), our theorem has an important consequence for the spectrum of the twisted complex and real Dirac operators. 
Corollary. Let M be a Riemann surface, and let E be a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle of negative degree with a compatible
, (9) where R 0 is the minimum of the scalar curvature of M.
Weitzenböck formulas and Kähler identities
Let M be a Kähler manifold with complex dimension n. As it is well know, cf. [9] , the spinor bundle associated to the canonical Spin C structure of M can be identified with the holomorphic forms of M, in other words, we have the
In this way, the spinors coupled to (E, ∇ A ) can be identified with elements of S C ⊗ E, so Ω 0, * (E) can be identified with the coupled spinors. Besides, we can consider the twisted complex Dirac operator D A on S C ⊗ E, and if we identify S C ⊗ E with Ω 0, * (E) then this Dirac operator can be written as
In particular this identity implies that
The Dirac operator D A satisfies the Weitzenböck formula (cf. [12] )
where ∇ * A ∇Ã is the trace Laplacian associated to the tensor product connection ∇Ã = ∇ S ⊗ I E + I S C ⊗ ∇ A , R is the scalar curvature of M, F A is the curvature 2-form of ∇ A and Ω S C is the curvature 2-form for some connection on the determinant bundle of the Spin C structure. In principle, the connection on the determinant bundle of the Spin C structure can be an arbitrary Hermitian connection, but since we are dealing with the canonical Spin C structure associated to the complex structure of M, and the determinant bundle of this structure is just the anti-canonical bundle of M, K
way, there is a natural connection to be used, namely the extension to ∧ 0,n M of the Chern connection of M. As we will see, for this connection, Ω S C has a nice description in terms of the Riemannian scalar curvature of M. Note that the identification S C ⊗ E Ω 0, * (E) can be used to describe explicitly the action of the Clifford Algebra C (M)
where s ∈ Γ (S C ) and t ∈ Γ (E). With this in mind we have:
where Λα = ω α is the contraction of α by the Kähler form ω.
Proof. A 2-form acts on spinors through Clifford multiplication by means of the identification
which identifies 2-forms with elements in the Clifford Algebra. 
we immediately conclude that for a section ψ 0 ∈ Ω 0,0 (E)
from which it follows that
On the other hand, for the (1, 1)-form α, we have that
These two relations yield α · ψ 0 = −i(Λα)ψ 0 , as desired. 2
With this proposition, we can write the Weitzenböck formula restricted to sections of E as follows:
The term iΛΩ S C has a nice interpretation. Proof. We can look to a Kähler manifold M as a Riemannian manifold with complex structure (M, g, J ) such that
where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection of (M, g). Using the Riemannian structure of (M, g) we can define the curvature operator R in the usual way. But the fact that the complex structure J is compatible with g implies that
Now we extend R to T M ⊗ C by complex linearity, and note that this extension coincides with the curvature operator of the Chern connection of M, because the Chern connection is just the extension of the Levi-Civita connection by complex
Using the C-linearity of R we see that the only non-trivial terms of R on T M ⊗C are the terms of the form R(x,ȳ, z,w) for vector fields x, y, z, w ∈ T 1,0 M. With this in mind we define the Ricci tensor for a Kähler manifold in one of the following equivalent ways
The Riemannian Ricci tensor can be recovered using the above definition. If we take two elements u, v ∈ T 1,0 M of the
where Ricc is the Riemannian Ricci tensor of (M, g).
With this relation we immediately see that the Riemannian scalar curvature of (M, g) is given by
Writing the curvature 2-form of the Chern connection of M, restricted to T
q , and using
This implies that
Using the isomorphism T 
as desired. 2
Now (19) can be rewritten as
On elements of Ω 0,0 (E) the connections ∇ A and ∇Ã coincide, so that the above formula is exactly the formula obtained by
Kähler identities. However, we can make now use of Dirac operator techniques to obtain a sharp estimate.
Proof of the estimate
Since the connection ∇ A satisfies the Hermitian-Einstein condition, we have that iΛF A = cI E , where I E is the identity endomorphism of E and
Substituting this into Eq. (29) we havē
Now if ψ 0 ∈ Ω 0 (E) is a section such that∂ * A∂ A ψ 0 = λψ 0 then the above equation gives
Taking the L 2 -inner product of this equation with ψ 0 we are lead to
Now we must estimate the term ∇Ãψ 0
It is a classical fact (see [4] ) that if we write the twistor operator as
then we have the following relation with the twisted complex Dirac operator:
This immediately implies that
proving the first part of the Main Theorem. Notice that if
is an eigenvalue of the Dolbeault Laplacian on sections, then the corresponding eigensection ψ satisfies the twistor equation
The geometric meaning of this equation is not yet clear. However, we know that solutions for this equation do exist at least in certain particular cases, see Section 5 below.
Dirac operators on Riemann surfaces
In order to establish the assertion about twisted complex Dirac operators on Riemann surfaces, we need the following Proof. On a Riemann surface the twisted spinor bundle is Therefore, comparing with formula (7), we conclude that the nonzero eigenvalues ν of the complex twisted Dirac operator must satisfy
completing the proof of the first corollary.
Finally, recall that in the case of a complex manifold with spin structure we can relate the real S and complex S C spinor bundles by the formula S C = S ⊗ K M ⊗ E, then we obtain a lower bound for the nonzero eigenvalues of the twisted real Dirac operator on the bundle E.
, where the second inequality follows from the Gauss-Bonnet formula. This completes the proof of the second corollary.
Sharpness of the estimates
In 
Setting q = 0 into formula (40), it is easy to see that the estimate of the second corollary for the nonzero eigenvalues of the twisted real Dirac operator is indeed attained in this example.
Furthermore, consider Setting q = 0, we conclude that the smallest eigenvalue of D A is −R deg(E)/2, hence the smallest eigenvalue of the twisted Dolbeault Laplacian acting on sections of E is precisely −R deg(E)/4. Now let us apply the Main Theorem and the corollary to the case M = CP 1 with a metric of constant scalar curvature R, so that, by the Gauss-Bonnet formula, R = 8π / vol(M). Let E → M be a line bundle of negative degree, i.e. deg(E) −1.
Therefore our estimate (7) 
,
Comparing with the results mentioned above, we conclude that the lower bounds (7) and (8) are actually attained in this example.
Similar considerations and comparison with the results of [2] allow us to conclude that the lower bounds (7) and (8) are also attained when M is a Riemann surface of arbitrary genus with a metric of constant curvature and E → M is a line bundle of the appropriate degree equipped with a connection with constant curvature (see [2, Theorems 5.10 and 5.22]). Notice that the fact that the lower bound (7) is attained also allow us to conclude that the twistor equation (37) admits solutions in these cases.
